
For a general note on Athabaskan structure, see Athabaskan. Nouns in

Chipewyan can be simple: e.g. bes 'knife', We, 'stone', 'pipe'; + suffix: bgn.E

'war party'; or marked for inalienable possession: ss.yu 'my tooth'.

Verbal forms may be nominalized by the relative particle -z: e.g. ya.l tei 'he

speaks': yaJ.teiJ 'he who speaks' = 'preacher'.

Pronoun



neutral mode: imperfective tq, perfective tq, future tg\

punctual/transitional: imperfective //, perfective, tq, future t4\

durative: imperfective ten, perfective tq, future tq\

customary: two forms only: tj - ti\

progressive: two forms only: tjl - tjl.

Aspectual variation may be purely tonal, as in the neutral mode set out

above, or tonal plus vocalic alternation, with or without nasalization. Cf. the

punctual/transitional forms of the verb meaning 'to handle a round, solid

object':

'aih-'§i-'al

This stem also illustrates a fairly regular feature - nasalization in the

perfective aspect. Cf the Chipewyan copula: /e - // - IL The perfective often

drops a final 0, r, n: e.g. 'to think' has Sen, perfective Sj, Final / is often found

in the progressive mode (cf. ///, above). In general, however, stem modulation

is unpredictable; see Li op. cit.: 408.

THE VERB COMPLEX

{Compare Apache, Navajo.) In the case of Chipewyan, ten components

precede the stem. Working backwards from the stem, these are: slot 10:

occupied by the classifiers -0-, -^-, -/-, -/-. Sandhi with stem initial is

frequent, e.g. -i- + ' > -?-. As in Navajo, -/- is the. transitive/causative

classifier, -/- is medio-passive. Cf.

kiin OaLtsj 'he has made the fire' {km 'fire', cf Navajo ko')

hi.l.zaih 'it is being hooked' (cf. hllsdih 'hook it!')

Slot 9 contains the pronominal subject forms, of which there are two sets:

one for verbs using and / classifiers, a second set for the d and / classes. The

two sets share -s- as 1st p. sing, imperfective and future, and -n(e)-as 2nd p.

sing. In the perfective aspect, the 0// set has 4-14{t)- as 1st sing., the dll set

has -S'. The 2nd person dual/plural -uh- is also common to both sets in all

three aspects. As in Apache, the 3rd singular/dual/plural marker is always 0.

For example, here are the first, second, and third singular persons of the

theme d. . . t} 'to eat':

Imperfective Perfect Future

1 cs.s.ti cs.Y£.s.ti C8.7wa.s.ti

2 cc.ne.tj ce.yi.ti ce.ywu.ti

3 C8.0.ti c8.Y8.0.ti c8.Ywa.0.ti
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where the second person forms show assimilation of aspect and pronommal

markers. y& in this example is a perfective aspectual prefix occupying slot 8 m

the verbal complex. Other aspectual prefixes are: Be- (perfective), m-

(punctual/transitional), ywa- (future). E.g. from tsi 'to make it (a single

object)' the future 1st person singular is ywa,s.tsi 1 shall make (it)'.

Slot 7 contains the modal prefixes: e.g. t&-l{h)i-IM-. which are inceptive: cf.

dlgai 'it is turning white'; d&lrwa.gai > dugai 'it will turn white'. ns-Jk-l

d8- is adjectival: ds.lba 'it is grey'; k.kan 'it is sweet'; ne.z^ 'it is good'.

ih)u- indicates target or objective: hu.0,s. tas 'I am shooting at him' where s
is the first person subject marker, marks the third person object.

Slots 5 and 6 contain third person pronominal subjects, and pronominal
objects, which are formally identical with the possessive prefixes used with
nominals. The third person object form y& is used only when the subject is

itself third person: yUtsi 'he makes it'. Cf tss.sin}J,eer 'he wakened me',
where tss. .

.
0er is the theme, and «/- is the / class perfective reflex of the

punctual/transitional marker ns-).

If noun stems are incorporated in the verbal complex, they are put into

slot 4: e.g. t0i 'head', na 'eye',, sa 'sun', bd 'war party', xu 'tooth'. Cf
ndb4hu.dM 'we shall go on the war-path' {hu.del 'we shall go'). The verbal

complex is introduced, where relevant, by indirect/locative/adverbial

material: indirect object plus governing postposition in slot 1, prefixes in

slot 2. Li (1946) gives several excellent examples; e.g.

bs.ya.ye.niLtj 'I have given her to him'

Here, bs is the third person pronominal object governed by the postposition

ya 'to'; y& is the third person object marker; ni is a fusion of we, the punctual/

transitional marker, plus /, the first person singular subject marker; I is the

transitive classifier; the stem // denotes 'to handle something animate'.

A general negating adverb is hile: ne.zy, 'it is good', ne.z^ hile 'it is not

good'.

Postposed particles: these include -/, a relative formant, which usually

copies tqhj 'that which', 'he who', 'the one'. Li gives the example:

t^hj sas.X8l Ostj.i 'the one who was sleeping with the bear'

{sas 'bear', Navajo shash, xel postposition 'with', O&tj 'he is sleeping')

M 'if, ds.kulu 'even if:

netca.hile.de.kiilu 'even if it is not big'

{netcd 'it is big')

Word order

Word order in Chipewyan is best treated in terms of the verbal complex (see

above).
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